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(Not) The Boss of Me

A beautifully illustrated look at the art, design and making of DreamWorks Animation’s upcoming movie Boss Baby, a family film about a young boy and his fast-talking, corporate-type baby who have to fight the evil plot of the CEO of Puppy Co. to save the world. Go behind the scenes of DreamWorks Animation's smart and hilarious comedy called The Boss Baby. In one of the most anticipated comedies of 2017, a young boy named Tim feels there is something unusual about his baby brother from the day he arrives in a taxi, and speaking with the voice of Alec Baldwin. The two brothers embark on a sibling rivalry battle for the ages, but then must work together when an unexpected adventure takes them to places they can’t imagine. This beautifully illustrated book will feature a wide range of colorful development art, storyboards and character sketches as well as in-depth interviews with director Tom McGrath (the Madagascar franchise), writer Michael McCullers (Austin Powers), producer Ramsey Naito (The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie), plus key members of the storyboarding, visual development, visual effects, CG animation, modeling and layout departments. The Boss Baby @ 2016 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

The Boss

A vacation getaway filled with sun, sand and sizzling seduction…from USA TODAY bestselling author Jules Bennett! “You’re in charge in the office… I’m in charge here.” Kelly Prentiss needs her workaholic boss, Luke Holloway, to relax—and see her as more than his assistant. So she arranges him an island vacation—with his! And just as she fantasized, the island heat ignites a passion that makes seduction irresistible. But once they’re home—amid a scandal about to take down his family’s company—will it be back to business as usual? From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. Texas Cattlemen’s Club: Rags to Riches Book 1: The Price of Passion by Maureen Child Book 2: Black Sheep Heir by Yvonne Lindsay Book 3: The Paternity Pact by Cat Schield Book 4: Trust Fund Fiancé by Naima Simone Book 5: Billionaire Behind the Mask by Andrea Laurence Book 6: In Bed with His Rival by Katherine Garbera Book 7: Tempted by the Boss by Jules Bennett

Behind the Executive Door

This is the true story of Totò Riina, the Cosa Nostra boss who rose from nothing to become the most powerful man in Sicily. The picture emerges of a bloodthirsty, power-hungry monster who, despite his lowly beginnings, is able to outmanoeuvre the other Mafia chiefs and take control of the organisation. However, the story is not just that of Riina, but also of Sicily itself. D’Avanzo and Bolzoni have transformed a complex series of events spanning several decades into a gripping narrative. In prison for 18 years now, Totò Riina still remains the dictator of the Cosa Nostra. This book tells the haunting and disturbing tale, with thorough investigation and testimony of the Sicilian Corleone.

Hating the Boss

Boss and Her Billionaire: A Love on Deck Book by Michele De Winton Cruise director Michaela Western has everything she wants—everything except a sex life. But there are no secrets on cruise ships. She risked her job once for a dalliance with the Captain, and won’t do it again for a few minutes of toe-curling pleasure. Until a devilishly handsome new staffer with a body made for sin tempts her to walk on the wild side Investment billionaire Dylan Johns always gets what he wants. He is used to giving orders—not taking them—until he’s forced to go on hiatus from his investment company. To bide his time and carry out an old dream, he takes a job on a cruise ship—and ends up taking orders from his gorgeous, but uptight, new boss. He is determined to loosen her up with a fun onboard romance, but their no-strings fling turns serious and Dylan is forced to confess his lies. When the affair threatens to shatter Michaela's own career dreams, she finds herself caught between the devil and the deep blue sea.

Becoming the Boss

TAKE ME TO BED Spend the night with not one, but six leading men from BESTSELLING & AWARD WINNING AUTHORS Michelle Windsor | Lydia Michaels | Melanie Moreland Desiree Holt | Ainsley Booth | Sienna Snow The Winning Bid by Michelle Windsor Billionaire Drew is rich, handsome, and dominant, runs an international chain of resorts and has little time to pursue pleasure so he buys it at an auction held at a secret club. The last thing he expected was to fall in love with a sub for hire. Almost Priest by Lydia Michaels Colim is making his Holy Orders at the end of summer. But when his brother brings home a woman, he’s suddenly rethinking his devotion to the church and his loyalty to his family. Big drama in a small town leads to one scandalous, taboo summer… The Boss by Melanie Moreland Terrified and on the run, I was lost. He found me. I witnessed his crime and he gave me a choice. Marriage or death. I never expected to love him. But the choices were never really mine. Personal Delivery by Ainsley Booth Jana’s got a crush on the new SwiftEx delivery guy, Jake. What they don’t know—what nobody knows—is that Jake Aston is not a regular delivery driver. When the billionaire goes undercover on the front lines to better understand his new company, the last thing expects is to fall for the cute illustrator on his new route. Runaway Billionaire by Desiree Holt When Kyle is sent to scope out a tiny B&B on the beach, he’s hardly prepared for Pepper, who launches herself at him with a hot kiss and introduces him as her intended. Maybe she can save him from his matchmaking parents before reality rears its ugly head and nearly destroys it all. Sweetest Sin by Sienna Snow She's the woman of my dreams. The one I never should have touched. The one who owns my soul. There is nothing I wouldn't do to keep her. Even play a game, where the winner takes all.

In With Flynn, The Boss Behind the President

Do you have a BAD BOSS? You are not alone! Millions of people suffer every day due to bad bosses, and are subject to moronic acts of management on a daily basis. Bad bosses are in such abundance that there's no running away from them, but there are smart, action-oriented and non-confrontational tactics for dealing with them: tactics so practical, effective and valuable, that you will NEVER hear about them from your HR department. Gain explicit insights to the
depths of your boss's bad behavior, understand how your boss has managed to get away with being a moron for so long, and discover these new, clever and proven ways to beat the 20 most commonly-exhibited bad boss behaviors of all time. MY BOSS IS A MORON is a secret manual that shows you how to keep your sanity, dignity and confidence through every interaction with your bad boss, to survive and outlast the ordeal of dealing with an unprofessional and incompetent manager, in order to free yourself of unnecessary frustration and ultimately leave your bad boss behind. Remember: even if you have an incompetent, unreasonable or unprofessional moron for a boss, you still have the right to enjoy your work and to create a successful career path for yourself!

Ask a Manager

Seduction on the agenda? Victor Temple didn't want the complication of a lovesick secretary, so quiet, efficient Alice was the ideal assistant. He trusted her, paid her well, but was interested only in her performance between nine and five—not after hours! Then he discovered the stormy affair in her past, and saw behind her businesslike disguise to the real, passionate Alice. Suddenly Victor's interest changed from professional to personal. Alice couldn't ignore the chemistry between them, but would sleeping with the boss lead to disaster, or marriage? Getting down to business...in the boardroom and the bedroom!

My Stunning Boss Lady

A country bumpkin who had just arrived in a city but ran into a wall everywhere, let's see how he, For Brother's brother, and his friend, support the heavens Men would never admit defeat!

The Art of The Boss Baby

In this devilishly clever memoir, a Los Angeles writer shares her hilarious observations on marriage and motherhood, from a no-holds-barred account of her pregnancy from hell to her intense hatred of her practical mommy minivan. Original.

Loving the Boss

Since the disappearance of her boss, Sophie Beldon's been working for Zach Lassiter. But Zack's been acting mysteriously, making Sophie wonder whether he was involved. The trouble is Sophie's had a red-hot yearning for Zack from the moment they met. So when she decides to seduce him to uncover his secrets, the soul-searing passion she discovers in his arms has Sophie praying that her mistrust is unfounded.

The Boss's Baby

The author of Getting from College to Career reinvents the concept of management for a new generation, offering a fresh and relevant approach to career success that shows them how to make the next step: becoming a leader. We are in the midst of a leadership revolution, as power passes from Baby Boomers to Millennials. All grown up, the highly educated Generation Y is moving into executive positions in corporations and government, as well as running their own businesses, where they are beginning to have a profound impact that will last for decades. Written exclusively for Gen Y readers to address their unique needs, Becoming the Boss is a brisk, tech savvy success manual filled with real-world, actionable tips, from an expert they respect and relate to. Lindsey Pollak defines what leadership is and draws on original research, her own extensive experience, and interviews with newly minted Gen Y managers and entrepreneurs around the world to share the secrets of what makes them successful leaders—and shows young professionals how to use that knowledge to rise in their own careers. From learning to develop a style that appeals to your older colleagues, to discovering the key trends affecting your career, to mastering the classic rules of excellence that never go out of style, Becoming the Boss helps you identify your next professional move and shows you how to get there.

The Boss of Bosses

Falling for her new boss! Maddison Carter is determined to build her perfect life—one that provides the security she's always craved. But arriving in London for a six-month job swap, she's tempted by a man who's totally off-limits--her delectable boss, Kit Buchanan! When Kit whisks Maddison to his Scottish castle, she discovers the secret pain behind his easy charm. Only by helping Kit confront his demons does Maddison realize that no one has a perfect past. But with Kit by her side, she wonders if they could have the perfect future together!

How To Sleep With The Boss

His developers had also hidden all the shortcuts in human evolution into the game. In order to obtain the so-called "Life Code", a group of strong men were running amok, they were willing to do anything they could to get their hands on. National forces and large financial groups were all in place to engage in fierce battles, and the fate of the human race had changed because of this game. Ye Wei, a college student who had just graduated, would he be able to carve out a path of blood for himself?

Boss Behind the Bars Brochure Vol. 2

At last! A comprehensive, no-nonsense book on powerful secretarial and administrative assistant tips to help you: * Organize both you & the boss * Communicate with your boss * Avoid crisis situations * Get pay raises & promotions * Be more professional in your job The author was a seasoned executive secretary with one of the world's largest corporations and shares her secrets to help make your job easier and quickly gain more recognition and respect from your boss and co-workers.

The Girlfriend

From the creators of the hit podcast comes an interactive self-help guide for creative entrepreneurs, where they share their best tools and tactics on "being boss" in both business and life. Kathleen Shannon and Emily Thompson are self-proclaimed "business besties" and hosts of the top-ranked podcast Being Boss, where they talk shop and share their combined expertise with other creative entrepreneurs. Now they take the best of their from-the-trenches advice, giving you targeted guidance on: The Boss Mindset: how to weed out distractions, cultivate confidence, and tackle "fraudly feelings" Boss Habits: including a tested method for visually mapping out goals with magical results Boss Money: how to stop freaking out about finances and sell yourself (without shame) With worksheets, checklists, and other real tools for achieving success, here's a guide that will truly help you "be boss" not only at growing your business, but creating a life you love.

It's Okay to Be the Boss
There are a few things you absolutely don't do in Adrian Terranova's world. You don't question him. You don't challenge him. You don't call him by his first name. You definitely don't contradict him in front of his entire staff. Unless you're me, apparently. I'd love to say I stood up to the bosshole from hell and walked away unscathed, but that'd be a lie. First he got me fired from the job I couldn't afford to lose. Then he made sure the only position in the city I could get was working as his personal assistant. He runs his office with iron buns and icy glares. Every day is cloudy with a chance of grumpy. Every moment is a test he expects me to fail, but I'll happily disappoint him. They say he's impossible to please? That he never smiles? Well, I don't run from challenges. I run into them. And then I make them attend office glitter parties with hot dogs. Sometimes I also get scared on company flights and crash face first in my boss' lap during turbulence. Or there was the time I wound up half-naked in his hotel room. But I know one thing for certain. No matter how many times I have to look at his obnoxiously attractive, insufferably arrogant rear end, I won't break. I won't even bend. Adrian: I won't break her, but she's absolutely going to bend. Over my desk, I think. Or maybe the couch in reception?

**Bought by the Boss**

Sigmund Freud meets Peter Drucker Behind the Executive Door is a revealing look at the behavior of top business leaders—and how the next level of aspiring managers can learn to navigate the political and personal landscape. Based on over 25 years of psychotherapy and consulting experiences, as well as extensive empirical research, Karol Wasylyshyn has identified a dynamic continuum of executive behaviors that are manifested in three specific types of business leaders—Remarkable, Perilous, and Toxic. She describes these types in accessible terms with the intertwined goals of helping readers (1) recognize these behaviors and leadership types and (2) leverage this information to increase their savvy and effectiveness in the workplace. In the wake of Sarbanes-Oxley and the increased scrutiny of business executives, we have learned that how they lead is often their undoing—or at least it is a pressing development need and/or potential derailment factor. In short, despite financial or strategic smarts, ineffective leadership behavior de-motivates talented employees, has adverse effects on productivity, and jeopardizes positive business results. Conversely, we can recognize the qualities of effective leadership behavior, which is largely a function of emotional intelligence, the ability to tap into the needs and motivations of others and bring out their best performance. In Behind the Executive Door, the author provides a wide variety of tools and exercises to help the reader identify the behavior traits of their organizations’ leaders—and hone their own approaches to achieve positive results. In the process, readers will also gain insights and skills to manage laterally and down, as well as up the organizational ladder. The concepts can be applied in any type of organization—private or public, for-profit or non-profit. The result is not only a better understanding of organizational politics and leadership behavior, but a practical guide to making important career decisions, such as whom to work for and how to develop one’s own leadership style.

**Behind Every Boss There's a Bae 2**

From secretary—to mistress! When her fiancé ditched her, Olivia's world was blown away—and with it, her natural caution. She went to the office party…and ended up making love with her handsome boss! Not that Lewis protested. Soon he and Olivia had more than a working relationship—top of their agenda was returning what I supposedly stole. But this is my school, and the only thing I'll be returning is payback. Game. On. There's only one problem. I wanted him before I hated him, and even now, a part of me still wants him. Somehow, through all of our fighting, through the anger and the pranks, I think I'm falling in love with the enemy.

**You're Not the Boss of Me**

"Flynn gave the Bronx a reputation for political independence, intelligence and integrity. It was 'the goo borough', even 'a capital of civilized thought.'"—Allen Nevins (1890-1971), biographer who won two Pulitzer Prizes and pioneered the establishment of the oral history movement. Malcolm MacKay's new political biography of Edward J. Flynn is a lively and extremely relevant study of politics in New York State from the 1920's through the 1940's, which illuminates the critical interplay of statesmanship and politics in New York State, and throughout the New Deal in Washington. Mr. MacKay's book underlines the importance that the governatorial administration of Al Smith played as an intellectual and political precursor of the New Deal, and highlights the critical importance of Ed Flynn as both a politician and statesman, as well as vital link between Democratic Party politics and the accomplishment of New Deal policy initiatives. In this time of political drift and anomic, it is a vital reminder of this continuing relationship between politics and statecraft. Portraitay of key players such as Al Smith, Wendell Willkie, James Farley and Fiarello Laguardia are colorfully and finely etched. Required reading for the 2020 election.

**Misadventures with the Boss**

One night. That's all it was supposed to be. Imagine my surprise when Mr. Sexy in a Suit breezed through the door on the first day of school. Ladies and gentlemen, meet my new boss. Not only does he instantly recognize me, but he accuses me of stealing something valuable from him the morning I walk-of-shamed out of his apartment. When bullying me into a confession doesn't work, he turns my life into a living nightmare - as if that will coax me into returning what I supposedly stole. But this is my school, and the only thing I'll be returning is payback. Game. On. There's only one problem. I wanted him before I hated him, and even now, a part of me still wants him. Somehow, through all of our fighting, through the anger and the pranks, I think I'm falling in love with the enemy.

**Being Boss**

His new assistant isn't his type—until they work in very close quarters! From USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard. Inexperienced but out of options, Libby Parkhurst accepts Patrick Kavanagh's job offer—even though he's given it at his mother's request. Surely she can hide her attraction to the charming man she's trying to impress Patrick sees Libby as a family friend and hires her as a favour. But as their work brings them closer, he discovers the sensual woman she's become—even before a makeover takes her from dowdy to dazzling! Suddenly his interest is no longer platonic. Long-term is off-limits, but taking her to bed? He's making that his top priority!

**The Boss Baby**

From the moment the baby arrived, it was obvious that he was the boss. The boss baby is used to getting his way - drinks made to order 24/7, his private jet plane, and meetings around the clock. But when his demands aren't getting proper responses, he has to go to new lengths to achieve the attention he deserves. Marla Frazee brings her signature wit and humour - along with adorable illustrations - to a book that explores the effect of one family's very unusual new arrival.

**In the Boss's Castle**

You never dreamed being the boss would be so hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting expectations from subordinates, your supervisor, peers, and
customers. You're not alone. As Linda Hill and Kent Lineback reveal in Being the Boss, becoming an effective manager is a painful, difficult journey. It's trial and error, endless effort, and slowly acquired personal insight. Many managers never complete the journey. At best, they just learn to get by. At worst, they become terrible bosses. This new book explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering three imperatives: · Manage yourself. Learn that management isn't about getting things done yourself. It's about accomplishing things through others. · Manage a network. Understand how power and influence work in your organization and build a network of mutually beneficial relationships to navigate your company's complex political environment. · Manage a team: Forge a high-performing "we" out of all the "I"s who report to you. Packed with compelling stories and practical guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide for not only first-time managers but all managers seeking to master the most daunting challenges of leadership.

The Boss Lady 2 (Interracial BWWM Romance Novella)
Understanding Today's Leadership While Developing Your Own Anyone who desires to become a leader, a manager, or team builder (however you wish to term it) has a plethora of resources at his disposal. He can choose from hundreds of colleges and universities to study at; there are seminars and conferences given by professional speakers; and he can also turn to his bosses and peers. However, he'll soon find himself buried in more information and theories and "secrets" than he knows what to do with—and much of it conflicting! So, what is he to do? The truth is that true leadership comes from within, and what an aspiring leader or an established leader desiring to increase his successes really needs is to push aside all the excess of unnecessary clutter and get to the heart of the matter! What is the essence of true leadership? Is it the special techniques a leader uses? Is it a "power nap"? Is it psychological tricks a leader uses while gazing into a mirror in the morning? Does he need twenty-five laws of leadership (and if so, why not forty)? So much information abounds on this subject—some of it nonsense and some of it legitimate—that I felt it was time that a book was written that kept things real and explained the realities of true leadership while not overcomplicating things. Herein you will find just that. It's time to get back to the bread and butter of leadership!

My Boss Is A Moron
Unemployed, blacklisted, and pregnant, Sophie Scaife's life is totally upside down. Her relationship with publishing magnate Neil Elwood is on the rocks. Her best friend's career is igniting. And Sophie is afraid she'll make one of the toughest decisions of her life alone. When a devastating diagnosis forces Neil to return to London, Sophie throws caution to the wind to follow her heart across the Atlantic. Keeping a scrupulous Di's affair as red-hot in sickness as it was in health is a challenge, even for two lovers as insatiable as Sophie and Neil. But Sophie is more than willing to try anything her Sir commands, and their fantasies of control become a welcome refuge from the daily stress of illness. While Neil's wealth and privilege make adjusting to her new situation easier, Sophie finds herself rebuilding her life around an uncertain future. And while both of them face the changes between them head-on, they're all too aware that their happiness may be fleeting—and Sophie could lose Neil forever.

The Power of One
It's complicated. Am I allowed to say that? Am I allowed to use that as an excuse to feel something toward the man that runs this place, is the reason I'm here in the first place, as well as my sister Raven? They call him The Boss. I call him Fender. And he calls me Beautiful. I can tell myself I'm just using him to get what I want. But we both know that's not true.

Bringing Up the Boss
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York's work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There's a reason Alison Green has been called "the Dear Abby of the work world." Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You'll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager "A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice brings down the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work."—Booklist (starred review) "The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice is widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience."—Library Journal (starred review) "I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor."—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scarping By and Get Your Financial Life Together

Being the Boss
Do you feel you don't have enough time to manage your people? Do you avoid interacting with some employees because you hate the dreaded confrontations that often follow? Do you have some great employees you really cannot afford to lose? Do you secretly wish you could be more in control but don't know where to start? Managing people is harder and more high-pressure today than ever before. There's no room for downtime, waste, or inefficiency. You have to do more with less. And employees have become high maintenance. Not only are they more likely to disagree openly and push back, but they also won't work hard for vague promises of long-term rewards. They look to you—your immediate boss—to help them get what they need and want at work. How do you tackle this huge management challenge? If you are like most managers, you take a hands-off approach. You "empower" employees by leaving them alone, unless they really need you. After all, you don't want to "micromanage" them and don't have the time to hold every employee's hand. Of course, problems always come up and often snowball into bigger problems. In fact, you probably spend too much of your time solving problems and falling behind on your work . . . which leaves even less time for managing people . . . which opens the door for even more problems! It's Okay to Be the Boss, Bruce Tulgan puts his finger on the biggest problem in corporate America—an undermanagement epidemic affecting managers at all levels of the organization and in all industries—and offers another way. His clear, step-by-step guide to becoming the strong manager employees need challenges bosses everywhere to spell out expectations, tell employees exactly what to do and how to do it, monitor and measure performance constantly, and correct failure quickly and reward success even more quickly. Now that's how you set employees up for success and help them earn what they need. Tulgan opens our eyes to the undisciplined workplace that is overwhelming managers and frustrating workers and invites bosses everywhere to accept the sacred responsibility of managing people. His message: It's okay to be the boss. Be a great one!
Take Me to Bed

“Sexy, suspenseful, and smoking hot!” - NYT Bestselling Author Alyssa Day Finn Conleth leads his team of enforcer dragon shifters with an iron fist and a cold heart. Every dragon seeks his destined mate, but the process to turn the woman he once thought was his killed her and devastated him. He will never risk his heart again. His team is his family now. When his body eventually gives out, he’ll leave, living his last days alone. Delaney Hamilton moved across the country to escape the freak fires that plague her. But when another suspicious fire erupts and rapidly escalates around her, her hopes for a new life go up in smoke. She has no choice but to turn to the mysterious men who come to her aid. Finn knows the fire is dragon-caused, which puts Delaney’s problems directly in his jurisdiction. No matter how her wounded grey eyes call to every part of him, he refuses to risk her life in the mating process. Until another dragon threatens to claim Delaney for his own, and Finn has to sacrifice everything to keep her alive. Each book in the Fire’s Edge series is STANDALONE: *The Mate (FREE prequel) *The Boss *The Rookie *The Enforcer *The Protector *The Traitor

The Boss

What’s better than one bad-boy boss? How about two? In a duet of naughty novellas, a charity date auction turns into all-out war when a pair of powerful corporate lawyers each buy the other’s assistant for a weekend of seduction. Warning: Not safe for work! Bought by the Boss depicts sexual situations in an office setting and is intended for mature audiences. His PRICE I’ve wanted Aria Finley from the moment I met her. We flirt, we laugh, we connect. It could be perfect. She’s even best friends with my assistant. Problem is, she works for my arch nemesis—Jackson Keller—and she’s the kind of girl who stays loyal unless you give her a reason not to. Besides my hard-on there’s something hot between us, and I won’t rest until I put my finger on it. So when I get the chance to buy Aria for the weekend at a charity auction, there’s no limit. I’m going to take her home and take what I want because I’ll make her want it too. And by Monday, she’ll know she’s mine. DIRTY MONEY Liam Maxwell thinks he can get to me through my assistant. Well, two can play that game. Now Mallory Beckett—Liam’s assistant—is mine for the weekend. Only she has no idea who bought her at the charity auction. This is going to be worth every penny. But soon I realize that Mallory has been waiting for my touch all along. What starts as a fling turns into something more. From the beginning, I was so focused on stealing her away. I never thought about the fact that I’d drown if I lost her. Now the game has changed. And she needs to know that she belongs to me. Praise for Bought by the Boss “A sexy set of romances that not only make you want to turn the next page but to reach for a glass of water at the same time.”—New York Times bestselling author Carrie Ann Ryan “A fun and sexy read from Stacey Kennedy!”—Night Owl Reviews (Top Pick) “If you’re looking for a sweet, hot, romantic and peaceful book . . . this is the book!”—Dirty Books Obsession “Don’t miss any of Stacey Kennedy’s red-hot reads The sinful standalone: PERFECTLY INAPPROPRIATE The duet of naughty novellas: BOUGHT BY THE BOSS The Dirty Little Secrets series: BOUND BELOW HIS PAIN | TIED TO HIS BETRAYAL | RESTRAINED UNDER HIS DUTY | CUFFED BY HIS CHARM The Club Sin series: CLAIMED | BARED | DESIRED | FREED | TAMED | COMMANDED | MINE This ebook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Sleeping with the Boss

BOSS BEHIND THE BARS provides excellence in Customized services, adding further value to our Client pursuits that assist them in achieving their own goals.

The Boss Behind the Boss

Considerate. Loves dogs. Walks old ladies across the street. Loves me no matter what I look like. We all have a list of our dream man’s ideal qualities - even if it’s just in our head. And okay, mine might be written in swirly script, laminated, and used as a bookmark for my favorite Jane Austen novel. You know what's NOT on my list? Arrogant. Impatient. Distractingly sexy. In other words, mega-successful department store magnate Blake Hudson is everything I'm not looking for. Unfortunately, I may have ruined his life a little bit when I got creative on my first day as a personal shopper. And unless I want to see my new career go up in flames, I’m stuck with the world’s snuggest billionaire until I fix everything I’ve broken. Find the hottest toy of the season for an overindulged niece? On it. Pose as his date at his company’s annual gala, to fool his obsessed ex - and let him fake-flirt with me all night long? Uh oh, this could be trouble. Let Blake see me safely home - and then let him make me see stars? Wait, that wasn’t on my list Doesn’t matter. Moving on. I will not let Blake Handsome - I mean Blake Hudson - defeat me with his To-Do List of Possibility, or his pillow-soft lips, or his secretly tender heart, or the swell of his biceps, orroops. I seem to have forgotten where I was going with this, but if I can't remember, I'm shopping for nothing but heartbreak.

The Boss

Claire Gracen finally has the life she’s always wanted: A career she loves, a man who’s willing to do any and everything for her, and friends that show her the true meaning of the word ‘friendship.’ As she and Jonathan prepare to make the ultimate commitment to one another and plan the wedding of her dreams, she quickly realizes that the hurtful past she left behind in Pittsburgh is a lot closer than she thought.

Aurora Holmes Mystery - Boss Hog

The city of Raleigh, N.C. is a wonderful and progressive city. Raleigh captures the beauty and friendliness of the Old South, while bringing in the Modern Day style of a great metropolis. Aurora Holmes has been asked to use her unmatched investigative ability to assist the FBI to unravel a mystery of the disappearance of a powerful man of the South. Senator Sam Houston, A. K. A. Boss Hog. Sam Houston owns the largest hog producing and processing empire in the United States. He is also one of the most powerful Senators representing the State of North Carolina.

The Boss(hole)

At age twenty-nine, Piper Daniels is having the longest dry spell of her life. When she agrees to be set up on a blind date, she never expects it to end with the hottest sex of her life. But when she discovers that her very well-endowed secret lover is also her new boss, heartless womanizer and cutthroat CEO Jackson Dane, she chalks it up to a one-time mistake and puts up her best professional front. But Jackson isn’t used to rejection, and if Piper thinks it’s going to be easy to move on from their tryst, she’s underestimated his determination. Tempted by the Boss

Power of One leader has all the skills necessary to guide and motivate employees to achieve an organization’s objective. The skills to make work a place employees find rewarding. The skills to create jobs for the community, to generate wealth for employees, investors, and local businesses. The skills to be
respected and admired as a role model. The skills are all composite skills of knowledge and behavior that include a global context. They are skills that will permit a boss to guide and motivate their teams to a more promising future in the world at large. Skills that will prepare a boss to maximize stakeholder value by continuously building marketable, innovative products for the most attractive target markets. Skills include: motivation, conflict resolution, leader behaviors, strategy, finance, economics, marketing, laws and regulations, human resource management, quality management, information technology, corporate governance, and integrity – all with a global context.

**Something About The Boss**

Managing is hard. Managing for the first time is even harder. A new start-up comes on the scene filled with a team of talented people. The start-up grows, the team expands, and those early joiners all of a sudden are responsible for leading a team. Just a few years prior, these folks were barely able to figure out their own roles in their crazy, ever-changing company. Now, as managers, they are expected—often without any direction or role models—to know how to develop, coach, structure projects, review, and set expectations for a whole bunch of new, incredible people. First-timers want to quickly learn what it takes to be a successful manager—like they learned how to code, how to design, how to sell—and put those learnings into practice. But what does it mean to manage, and how do you teach someone to be a good manager? Enter Rachel Pacheco, an expert at helping start-ups solve their management and culture challenges. Pacheco, a former chief people officer and founding team executive at multiple start-ups, conducts research on management and works with CEOs and their managers to build the skills necessary to navigate a rapidly scaling organization. In Bringing Up the Boss: Practical Lessons for New Managers, Pacheco shares these skills, along with cutting-edge research, data, anecdotes, how-to exercises, and more, to help overwhelmed employees become expert managers.

**Behind Your Boss’s Door**

Lukas Hamilton never thought he could get over the tragic loss of his daughter. Then another little girl and her bossy mother enter his life and fill the hole in his heart. Nicole Hamilton thought a romantic getaway would help repair her already fractured marriage. Being the boss had taken its toll on her loved ones. When her husband Lukas choose Whistler in Canada, she wasn’t too keen on vacationing in the cold winter snow. Nicole knew she could lose Lukas, the love of her life, if she didn’t make her family a priority. Determined to be the dutiful wife, her plans are derailed when she runs into the man she thought she’d left behind. Nicole’s affair with a married man has come back to haunt her and possibly ruin her marriage. Face to face with her past, will Nicole be able to hold on to her future? Will Lukas ever be able to trust Nicole again when their relationship started with lies? BWWM interracial romance, interracial romance books, bwwm books, interracial romance, sweet romance, love triangle, interracial drama romance, bwwm, bwwm suspense, second chance romance, bwwm pregnancy romance, alpha male romance books, bad boy romance books, second chance romance, alpha male, steamy romance books, contemporary romance books, popular BWWM books, multicultural romance, hot romance books, love story, romance books, romantic fiction, romance fiction books, bwwm series, bwwm romance, bwwm interracial romance books, African American romance, black authors books, black women books

**The Boss and Her Billionaire**

Honesty and respect propelled Chucky and Chrissy to the top of their game. Love, money, and power was the antidote that had them ruling the streets on the west side of Detroit. But things aren’t always so sweet when you allow a snake in your garden. His connect, the notorious Luke “Battle” Kent, introduces his son, Sly, to the game and Chucky takes him under his wing. However, Chrissy has a bad feeling about Sly, but Chucky’s loyalty to Battle makes him go against Chrissy wishes. This turns out to be the beginning of what would not only test their love, but crumple the empire they have built. When Chucky is hospitalized by a suspicious overdose, Chrissy jumps into place to hold her man down. Her suspicion about Sly is confirmed when he reveals his plans to take over Chucky’s reign as the Boss of Detroit. With her loyalty to Chucky stronger than ever, Chrissy vows to take Sly and everyone involved in his little ploy down, even if it means destroying their kingdom in the process.
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